Our purpose is
to build trust in
society and solve
important problems
PwC Greece is part of a network of firms in
158 countries with more than 250,000 people
who are committed to delivering quality in
assurance, advisory and tax services. We have
premises in Athens and Thessaloniki and more
than 1,000 employees.
Find out more and tell us what matters
to you by visiting us at www.pwc.gr.

Audit &
Assurance
We help you navigate regulatory
complexity and strengthen trust and
transparency. By bringing new perspectives,
harnessing specialised knowledge of your
business,industry and regulations we deliver
deeper insights and advice across your
organisation.
We approach your audit with a deep and
broad understanding of your business, the
industry in which you operate, and the latest
regulatory standards. We consider the risks
your company faces, the way management
controls these risks and the transparency of
your company’s reporting to stakeholders.
Our thorough understanding of the regulatory
framework and legislation enables us to help
with complex business requirements and
ensure compliance.

Tax &
Legal
Our network of experienced professionals
can assist you in achieving your goals across
a wide spectrum of tax and legal activities
and helps you deal with the rapidly increasing
complexity of the Greek tax, legal and regulatory
environment. We combine a strong understanding
of your business and economic environments
with specialist tax and legal knowledge on a
worldwide scale.
Understanding the complexities, we help
companies identify and reduce tax risks;
comprehend and meet their compliance
obligations; implement tax strategies that
complement their business and operational
objectives; resolve disagreements with tax
authorities when they arise; and manage tax
accounting and reporting issues.
More than that, we have an integrated approach
through our innovative solutions and practices
and legal expertise embedded in the PwC global
network’s wider capabilities. Our offering of
tailored services complement your vision and
mirror your way of working, adapting and aligning
with your business objectives to reduce costs,
increase efficiencies, and mitigate risk, and help
create economies of scale.

Advisory
We are world-class transformation
consultants with capabilities based
on trusted relationships, deep industry
knowledge and professional experience.
We bring together a range of functional
skills in strategy, operations, finance, HR
management, risk and technology. By
taking time to understand your business
and the issues and challenges you are
facing, our Advisory team uses local and
global knowledge to help you challenge
conventions, introduces and delivers
strategies that work specifically for you.
When it comes to Deals, we assist you
in transforming your businesses with
a full range of related services across
the business lifecycle. Additionally, our
Business Process Outsourcing Services
meet your business needs through tailored
solutions in accounting outsourcing, payroll
services and IFRS reporting.

PwC
Academy
PwC’s Academy is the learning and education
business of PwC. We are committed to supporting
the sustainable growth of talent. We offer professional
training courses and tailor made programmes based
on the best practices of our global network of firms
and the individual experiences of our experts.
Our focus is on all business related areas such as
Accounting, Tax, Strategy, HR and Finance - Banking.
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